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Abstract

The spectral wave model WAVEWATCH III is extended from the windsea
and swell band to lower frequencies, in order to represent free waves in the
infragravity (IG) wave band. This extension is based on an empirical source
of IG energy, which is defined along shorelines from the significant wave
height and a mean period. The empirical proportionality factor is is found
to reproduce accurately the variations of free IG wave energy in coastal areas,
where it was calibrated, and also has a good skill at global scales. In the
open ocean, the model is particularly verified for frequencies in the range 5
to 14 mHz for which ocean bottom records are sensitive to the IG signal.
The model captures between 30 and 80% of the variance in IG wave heights,
depending on location, and reproduces the mean IG energies within 50%.
Where the model reproduces best the IG variability, it can be used to fill in
the gaps between recording stations, providing a first view of the global IG
wave field.

Our first application is the estimation of the surface gravity wave contri-
bution to the surface elevation spectra that will be measured by the Surface
Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite mission. The actual contribu-
tion of IG waves on measured along-track wavenumber spectra varies with
the cross-track averaging method. Typically, the strongest IG signal is ex-
pected to occur for wavelengths between 2 and 10 km. For a given region, the
spectral level at 10 km wavelength are not very sensitive to the local depth
in the range 200 to 5000 m. At this wavelength, and on the east side of all
mid-latitude ocean basins, the median spectral density associated to free IG
waves is of the order of 0.4 cm2/(cycle/km), equal to the expected quasi-
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geostrophic signature of surface currents. IG spectra rise above 4 times this
level for 16% of the time. Even at 20 km wavelength, spectral levels above
1 cm2/(cycle/km) are likely to occur more that 10% of the time for some
oceanic regions.

Keywords: infragravity waves, SWOT, spectral model

1. Introduction

Infragravity (IG) waves are long period surface gravity waves which are
important for nearshore or harbour hydrodynamics (e.g. Reniers et al., 2010;
Okihiro et al., 1993; de Jong et al., 2003). These IG waves are expected to
be generated mostly along shorelines by nonlinear interactions of the shorter
wind-generated waves (e.g. Munk, 1949; Herbers et al., 1994, 1995b). This
interaction transfers part of the energy from the wind-generated wind sea
and swells, with periods shorter than 30 s, into sub-harmonics. For waves
propagating over a flat bottom, this energy corresponds to long period oscil-
lations traveling bound to the short wave groups but with the opposite phase.
These bound components can be transformed into free waves, which then fol-
low the linear surface gravity waves dispersion, with larger wavelengths and
phase speeds. This transformation occurs where short wave energy varies
rapidly, for example in the surf zone (e.g. Henderson and Bowen, 2002). An
additional source of free IG waves in the surf comes from variation of wave
breaking location on the scale of wave groups (Symonds et al., 1982).

Several numerical models have been developed for IG waves in coastal ar-
eas. The underlying principles used in these models vary widely. Ruju et al.
(2012) have chosen to solve for the full three-dimensional hydrodynamic
equations, resolving the wavelengths of the wind-waves, while Zijlema et al.
(2011) have simplified the vertical structure of the flow, but still resolve the
short waves. Reniers et al. (2002, 2010) have developed a cheaper method,
easily applicable to larger spatial and time scales. In that latter approach,
the time and length scales of wave groups are resolved, but not the scales of
the short waves. Finally a wide range of spectral models with varying degrees
of complexity have been developed. In these models the computation time
can be further reduced because only the slow time scale of spectral evolution
need to be resolved. The more complex type of spectral model includes space-
time integration of both spectrum and bispectrum (e.g. Herbers and Burton,
1997). This bispectrum carries the relative phases of wave components and
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this information is necessary to compute the transformation of bound waves
into free waves. Parameterizations in models that only include the spectrum
have to make some assumptions on the phases, and these have not yet been
able to reproduce quantitatively the IG wave generation in typical coastal
areas (Toledo and Agnon, 2012). All these models have been applied with
an extension along the shore that hardly exceeds 100 km. To our knowledge,
no numerical model has yet been proposed for free infragravity waves on the
global scale, a problem for which existing models are not suited.

Future planned satellite missions, in particular Surface Water Ocean To-
pography (hereinafter SWOT, Durand et al., 2010) are targeting meso- and
submeso-scale ocean circulation with horizontal scales down to 10 km. At
such scales, the estimation of surface currents from the surface elevation is
expected to require an accuracy of the order of 1 cm, which is more easily de-
fined in terms of a spectrum. Surface quasi-geostrophic theory predicts that
the spectrum of sea surface elevation decays like k−11/3 towards short scales,
where k is the magnitude of the wavenumber vector (Lapeyre and Klein,
2006). Using this asymptote, the extrapolations from spectra at longer wave-
lengths (e.g. Le Traon et al., 2008) gives a current signature in surface ele-
vation of the order of 1.9 cm2/(cycle/km) at a wavelength of 15 km, and
0.4 cm2/(cycle/km) at a wavelength of 10 km. It should be noted that,
for this latter scale, the surface current is not completely geostrophic (e.g.
Klein et al., 2009).

From an examination of tsunami warning (DART) stations, Aucan and Ardhuin
(2013) have found that in 3.3 km depth off the Oregon coast the spectral
level of 0.5 cm2/(cycle/km) at a wavelength of 15 km is exceeded 15% of the
time due to infragravity waves alone, decreasing to 0.35 cm2/(cycle/km) at a
wavelength of 10 km (Aucan and Ardhuin, 2013). As we show below, these
spectral level estimates were underestimated by a factor of two.

With a typical wavenumber slope ranging from -0.5 to -1, much shal-
lower than the -11/3 slope expected for submesoscale currents, it appears
likely that there is a scale, somewhere between 2 and 20 km, below which
the infragravity signal will often exceed the signal of submesoscale currents.
Hence, the routine processing of future SWOT data may well require some
model of the global IG wave field, in order to flag the locations and times
when resolution may be degraded by energetic IG waves. Indeed, contrary
to the atmospheric corrections measured separately and the coherent part of
the barotropic and internal tides, the random nature of the IG wave phases
makes it impossible to correct for associated sea level variations, in the ab-
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sence of a dense network of observations, or the measurement of the IG wave
propagation during the time of integration of the radar. However, the surface
elevation variance caused by IG waves is predictable, as we will show here.

Our objective is thus twofold. First, we want to confirm that the signal
recorded by DART stations is consistent with plausible IG wave sources
and dynamics at frequencies between 5 and 14 mHz. Second, we wish to
extrapolate the measurements from the DART network beyond their spatial
and spectral coverage. Both tasks require the development of a numerical
model for free IG waves. This model may prove useful for the analysis of
high resolution surface currents from the SWOT mission. It will also allow
an estimation of the debated location and magnitude of seismic hum sources
(see e.g. Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006).

This paper presents the first attempt at building such a model for the
global ocean. Similar to early numerical models for ocean waves, this is a
‘first generation model’ in the sense that the source of free IG energy at
the coast is parameterized from integrated wave parameters. The rationale
for treating free IG waves only is that, for depths larger than about 50 m,
these generally dominate the recorded signal, compared to bound components
(Herbers et al., 1995b; Webb et al., 1991). Besides, the bound components
can be obtained from the local wave spectrum assuming a flat bottom, in
the case of intermediate or deep water (Creamer et al., 1989; Herbers et al.,
1992; Janssen, 2009).

Here we focus on waves with periods between 30 and 200 s. This choice
is motivated by the fact that an IG period of 200 s already gives wavelengths
larger than 15 km in water depths greater 600 m, consistent with our interest
in the surface elevation spectrum around 10 km wavelength, with a priority
on the deep ocean. Also, these longer waves are less dispersive and one may
infer the properties of 500 s waves from those of 200 s waves, assuming a
simple relation at the source between these two components. Contrary to
the existing models that reproduce IG waves in coastal regions, we consider
here a very crude approximation of the IG wave evolution in shallow water,
in order to cover the global ocean. For this we present a parameterization of
the free IG source at the shoreline, in section 2. The accuracy of the model
in terms of propagation in regional and global configurations is discussed in
section 3. Implications of modeled IG spectra in the context of SWOT are
discussed in section 4, and conclusions follow in section 5.
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2. The nearshore source of free infragravity waves: observations

and parameterizations

Among the infragravity waves, it is important to distinguish the bound
and free waves. Both are surface gravity waves with a vertical scale of at-
tenuation of the motion that is proportional to their wavelength, but their
wavelength can be very different for the same wave period. Namely, free
waves follow the dispersion relation of linear waves (de Laplace, 1776), while
bound waves have a wavelength defined by the forcing. Because bound waves
are negligible in the open ocean (Herbers et al., 1995b) and can be predicted
from the local sea state, we will only model the free infragravity waves. When
comparing model results to measurements, we must be careful that bound
components can have a significant contributions to measured pressure time
series in shallow water. Herbers et al. (1994) showed that the bound part
of the IG spectrum can be estimated with a bi-spectral analysis where both
short waves and long waves are resolved in the measurements. This tech-
nique was already applied to the DUCK94 dataset by Evangelidis (1996)
who concluded that the bound fraction of the IG bottom pressure variance is
typically less than 20% for this dataset, with the highest fractions found dur-
ing the most energetic wind-wave conditions. The free wave spectrum may
further be decomposed into trapped and leaky modes (e.g. Herbers et al.,
1995a). The trapped modes are confined to continental shelves due to their
refraction. The leaky modes, with propagation direction nearly perpendicu-
lar to the depth contours, are able to escape to deep water then travel across
Oceans. Our model considers both trapped and leaky modes.

Because we cannot afford the spatial resolution required to solve for the
non-linear phase-dependent evolution of the wave field on the scale of the few
wavelengths closest to shore, we have sought to parameterize the nearshore
source of free IG waves as a function of the short wave spectrum.

This source is introduced in the version 4.18 of the spectral wave model
WAVEWATCH III, hereinafter WW3 (Tolman, 2008), in the subroutine that
computes the equivalent source term corresponding to shoreline reflection.
The following algorithm is used. First we compute an ‘equilibrium’ free in-
fragravity wave spectrum EIG(f, θ) from the incoming short wave spectrum,
as detailed below. Second, for a specified IG frequency band, here 0.003 to
0.03 Hz, the spectrum at the boundary is overwritten with this IG spectrum.
This procedure introduces a discontinuity between the specified IG band,
for which the spectral level is imposed at the shorelines, and the rest of the
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spectrum for which the spectrum level is the result of an energy balance be-
tween sources and sinks. An alternative formulation of the free IG source
as a usual source term, namely a rate of transfer of energy per unit time,
is still under development for the IG band, but we use it to provide free IG
energy at frequencies above those of the IG band, allowing a smooth overlap
between short IG waves and long swells. The over-writing of the boundary
spectrum follows the numerical approach already used for shoreline reflection
by Ardhuin and Roland (2012).

Initially, we tried to formulate EIG(f, θ) from the second order spectrum
solution over a flat bottom, but it has proved difficult to mimic with simple
rules the complex spectral evolution of waves in shallow water. As a tempo-
rary solution, we have sought an empirical parameterization from the short
wave spectrum. Herbers et al. (1995b) previously showed that free IG wave
height HIG is very much related to the wind sea and swell height Hs. This
relationship between HIG and Hs varied from site to site, with a clear effect
of the water depth, and possibly an effect of the bottom slope. In a recent
analysis of IG data measured around New Zealand, Godin et al. (2013) con-
firmed this depth variation, and also provided a parameterization of the IG
frequency spectra as a function of depth alone, i.e. not considering the vari-
ability of the IG spectrum with short wave parameters such as Hs. Here, we
first parameterize HIG from Hs, depth, and a mean short wave period, then
we propose a form for the frequency-direction spectrum EIG(f, θ).

For this purpose we have used data from three different sites, the North
Carolina shelf (experiment DUCK94, see Evangelidis, 1996; Herbers et al.,
1999), Waimea on the Oahu North shore (Hawaii) with a dedicated bot-
tom pressure recorder deployment in 2012, and three French Atlantic sites,
off Crozon in 100 m depth, in the middle of the small Bertheaume bay in
23 m depth (Guyonic et al., 2007), and at the foot of the steep western cliff
of the island of Banneg (Fichaut and Suanez, 2011; Ardhuin et al., 2011a;
Sheremet et al., 2014). In the last case we have only kept high tide mea-
surements, with water levels above 5 m, and data for which the Hs to water
depth ratio is less than 0.3. That latter constraint limits the contamination
from bound waves. The main characteristics of the records used are listed in
table 1.

Interestingly, looking at DART stations off the U.S. West coast, the in-
fragravity energy is still well correlated with local short wave parameters.
Taking the DART station 46407, in 3300 m depth off the Oregon coast, half
of the variance (r=0.67) in the IG wave height is explained by local short
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Table 1: Characteristics of pressure records used in the present paper. The correlations
given here are based on time series sampled every 3 hours, using eq. (3) with sea state
parameters Hs and Tm0,−2 measured at the same location as the infragravity wave height
HIG defined by eq. (1). In the case of DART station 46407, located 500 km from the
Oregon coast, we have used the wave data from the surface buoy number 46002, located
within 15 km, and provided by the National Data Buoy Center. For that station, we
extrapolated the recorded IG spectrum from 0.14 Hz to 0.3 Hz in order to estimate the
empirical coefficient α1 that is defined by eq. (5).

Location depth start date duration α1 (s −1) correlation (r)

A (Duck, NC) 12 m 1994/09/10 100 days 8.1× 10−4 0.97
F (Duck, NC) 33 m 1994/09/10 100 days 4.6× 10−4 0.97
H (Duck, NC) 50 m 1994/09/10 100 days 4.0× 10−4 0.97
I (Duck, NC) 87 m 1994/09/10 100 days 4.0× 10−4 0.96
51201 (Waimea, HI) 165 m 2012/01/18 100 days 5.3× 10−4 0.95
Crozon (France) 110 m 2011/09/10 15 days 7.9× 10−4 0.86
Bertheaume (France) 23 m 2004/01/19 104 days 4.4× 10−4 0.88
Banneg island (France) 5 m 2009/12/03 89 days 5.0× 10−4 0.85
DART 46407 3266 m 2008/01/01 366 days 5× 10−4 (with lag: 0.89)

waves present at the same time. The correlation increases to r = 0.89 when
HIG is taken 10 hours after the short waves. This strong correlation is ex-
plained by the relatively short distance, about 500 km, between the DART
station and a stretch of shoreline that is one of the strongest sources in the
Pacific. We expect that the IG waves recorded at 46407 are generated on the
Oregon shore by waves that hit the shoreline, 10 hours after having travelled
over the DART instrumentation. This time difference is the time necessary
for wave energy with a period of 18 s to travel from the short-wave measuring
buoy, NDBC buoy number 46002, and the shoreline. The travel time of IG
waves in the opposite direction is expected to be only one hour. Correlations
with local sea states are much weaker at West Pacific DART stations, sug-
gesting that nearby coastal sources are less important than remote sources.

We define the infragravity wave height from the surface elevation spec-
trum as

HIG = 4

√∫ 0.03 Hz

0.005 Hz

E(f)df. (1)

In practice, the surface elevation spectrum was estimated from measured
bottom pressure spectrum Fp(f), assuming linear wave theory which is only
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valid for the free wave components,

E(f) =
= Fp(f)

[ρwg cosh(kD)]2
. (2)

For the other datasets we have estimated the bound energy level in bot-
tom pressure records by applying the second order theory (Biesel, 1952;
Herbers et al., 1992) to frequency-directional spectra given by either numer-
ical wave models or surface buoy data processed with the Maximum Entropy
Method (Lygre and Krogstad, 1986). In 165 m depth at Waimea, this bound
energy estimated from the buoy contributes less than 0.1% of the bottom
pressure variance in the IG frequency band. We have thus assumed that the
bottom pressure recorded at Waimea and Crozon was only due to free wave
components.

The analysis of measured bottom pressure spectra reveals a strong cor-
relation between the infragravity wave height and integral wave parameters.
From the examination of all three datasets, we conclude that HIG increases
with an increase in wave height and wave period. Several combinations and
different definitions of the mean period parameter give a significant corre-
lation. However, in particular for the Waimea data, we have found a large
correlation using

HIG ≃ α1HsT
2
m0,−2

√
g/D (3)

where α1 is a dimensional coefficient that varies from one site to another, g is
the apparent acceleration of gravity and D is the mean water depth (see table
1). The mean period is defined as Tm0,−2 =

√
m

−2/m0 with the moments

mn =

∫ 0.5 Hz

0.03 Hz

E(f)fndf. (4)

The fit given by eq. (3) is illustrated in figure 1, with two coastal sites in
North Carolina and Hawaii. It is interesting to note that the linear depen-
dence HIG ∝ Hs was already observed by Tucker (1950), and is consistent
with all the datasets reported in Herbers et al. (1995b).

The slightly better fit obtained with the mean period Tm0,−2 compared to
the more usual Tm0,−1 or peak period Tp can be explained by the fact that it
is really the peak of the spectrum that matters, and Tm0,−1 can be sometimes
modified by the presence of high-frequency energy, while Tp is intrinsically a
very noisy parameter (Young, 1995).
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Figure 1: Measured and parameterized infragravity wave heights at two sites off (a) North
Carolina and (b) Hawaii. The measured HIG is compared to the local value of the product
α1HsT

2

m0,−2

√
g/D where α1 is a locally adjusted parameter.

Another possible relevant parameter is the spectral peakedness which de-
fines the narrowness of the frequency spectrum (e.g. Saulnier et al., 2011).
We have tested different definition of the peakedness but found only a marginal
improvement in the correlation. This may be because the peakedness is cor-
related with the wave period, already taken into account, because long period
swells have more often a narrow spectrum.

Given that the parameterized IG source will be put in the numerical
wave model at all points adjacent to the land, where the depth may have
any value, we have adjusted eq. (3) to reproduce the expected shoaling of a
broad directional wave spectrum, adjusting the factor g/D for each frequency
f to F = kg2/(Cg2πf). The term 2πk/Cg is the Jacobian of the coordinate
transform from wavenumber vectors (kx, ky) to frequency and direction. This
term accounts for the conservation of energy with changing water depths,
which also corresponds to a conservation of the spectral density E(kx, ky), as
established by Longuet-Higgins (1957), and used by Herbers et al. (1995a).
The other part of the F factor, namely g2/(4π2f) is constant during the wave
evolution. F takes the limit g/D given by Herbers et al. (1995b) when the
non-dimensional kD goes to zero, and typically yields larger values for finite
values of kD. We have thus replaced the right-hand side of (3) with the the

parameterized value ĤIG given by eq. (8).
We have estimated the empirical coefficient α1 from each data set by
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minimizing the mean error in predictions of IG wave heights using eq. (3).
From the Waimea data, in 165 m depth, we estimated α1 = 5 × 10−4 s−1,
while the DUCK94 dataset gives α1 ranging from 8 to 11×10−4 s−1, and the
French coastal data gives 4.4 to 8×10−4 s−1. For each dataset the correlation
ranges from 0.85 to 0.98 (see Table 1). In other words, a large part of the
free IG energy variations is caused by the short wave energy and period,
and the local depth. This is broadly consistent with the analysis of several
locations in Hawaii, California and North Carolina by Herbers et al. (1995b).
These authors also suggest that the shelf width can be an important factor,
which may be the reason for the different values of α1. Overall, there is much
less scatter than in regressions of wind-wave parameters against wind speed
and fetch (e.g. Kahma and Calkoen, 1992), which points to a very strong
control of the local sea state on the free IG spectrum in coastal areas. The
correlations are still significant at DART stations located a few hundreds
of kilometers from the U.S. West coast, but they decrease to r< 0.5 as we
cross the Pacific to the West, suggesting that, in the deep waters of the West
Pacific, the nearby East-Asian coastal sources are often dwarfed by remote
IG sources, mostly from the U.S. Pacific Northwest according to our model.

We have also inspected the shape of IG wave spectra and attempted to
reproduce them. These spectra are relatively flat in the shallow waters of
the North Carolina shelf, for frequencies between 10 and 30 mHz, rolling
off towards lower and higher frequencies (Evangelidis, 1996). In the 90 to
150 m water depths at Waimea, Crozon or on the shelf break at Duck, E(f)
generally increases by about 50% from 5 to 15 mHz and decreases as 1/f up
to 30 mHz. For 3000 m depth or more, the bottom pressure records can only
measure up to 12 mHz, and are consistent with an increase in energy level
in that frequency range.

Finally we also need to parameterize the directional distribution of IG
wave energy. Nearshore measurements have revealed broad directional IG
spectra with a clear asymmetry between the two alongshore directions as a
function of the incident swell directions (Herbers et al., 1995b, their figure
6). Here we have taken a very crude first approximation by making the IG
wave spectrum isotropic in directions at the first wet node of the model.

As a result, our empirical parameterization of the IG wave source takes
following form,

AIG = HsT
2
m0,−2 (5)
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EIG(f) = 1.2α2
1

kg2

Cg2πf

(AIG/4)
2

∆f

[min(1., 0.015Hz/f)]1.5 (6)

EIG(f, θ) = EIG(f)/(2π) (7)

where we have used α1 = 6 × 10−4 s−1 and ∆f = 0.0279 Hz. As explained
above, the k/Cg factor accounts for the shoaling of a broad directional spec-
trum, while the frequency shape of the spectrum is given by the other terms.
In the shallow water limit, i.e. kD going to zero, the spectrum is constant up
to f = 15 mHz and decreases like f−1.5 for higher frequencies. In that fre-
quency range, this asymptote is identical to the form tanh(kD)−1.5 given by
Godin et al. (2013). The differences at lower frequencies may be due to the
fact that, in particular for f < 2 mHz, the measured wave field in the open
ocean is mostly driven by atmospheric pressure and not IG waves radiated
from shorelines (Filloux, 1980; de Jong et al., 2003).

Eq. (7) gives an estimate ĤIG of the infragravity wave height,

HIG =

∫ 30 mHz

0.05 mHz

ÊIG(f). (8)

We repeat that this spectrum EIG(f, θ) replaces the reflected wave com-
ponents in the IG band at the first wet nodes next to land. At higher frequen-
cies, the free IG source is reduced by a factor 4 and added to the reflection
from remote sources, with a reflection coefficient of the energy defined from a
constant shoreface slope of 0.1 (Ardhuin and Roland, 2012) and a limited to
a maximum reflection coefficient of 0.8. In the IG band, this treatment may
underestimate the free IG energy close to shore in very low swell conditions
since we will not have the multiple shoreline reflections of remote sources
(Herbers et al., 1995b). Finally, our numerical implementation gives a very
large importance to the depth of these first wet nodes. In the present paper,
we apply these parameterizations in model grids where the surf zone is gen-
erally not resolved. In practice this suggests to use a model grid in which
the depths along the coast are carefully defined. Here we make sure that the
first wet nodes have a depth of at least 3 m in the case of the North Carolina
shelf, and 10 m for the global grid.

3. Numerical implementation and validation in coastal areas

Given the very high correlation of coastal IG wave energy with the prod-
uct HsT

2
m0,−2, a numerical model that accurately predicts Hs and Tm0,−2
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should be able to give a reliable estimate of HIG in coastal areas dominated
by local sources. The data analysed in the previous section suggests that
the empirical coefficient α1 in eq. (5) may vary by a factor 2, but this may
also be the result of a variation of Hs and Tm0,−2 between the IG observation
point and the IG generation region. This may require a re-calibration of the
value of α1. We now need to test this hypothesis numerically.

A first problem to overcome is the accuracy of the propagation scheme.
Ray-tracing is an accurate method to solve the energy balance equation in
the geometrical optics approximation, but we instead embed our IG source
into WW3, in order to benefit from its accuracy for wind seas and swell pa-
rameters (e.g. Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013). The finite-difference schemes in
this type of model can introduce some distortions on the wave energy field.
We have thus first verified that the combinations of the Ultimate QUICK-
EST advection scheme (Leonard, 1991) for refraction together with either the
same scheme used for regular grids, or the N-scheme used for triangle-based
meshes (Cśık et al., 2002; Roland, 2008), do produce a proper attenuation
of the IG wave energy away from a shoreline. This aspect is detailed in
the Appendix. Here we do not take into account diffraction effects which
may be important for wave propagation perpendicular to depth contours
(Thomson et al., 2005), but which were found to be small for oblique prop-
agations (Magne et al., 2007).

In all our applications, WW3 is set-up with a spectral discretization over
53 frequencies exponentially spaced from 0.005 to 0.72 Hz, and 24 directions
for the regional grids or 36 directions for the global grid. All model config-
urations are forced by ECMWF operational analysis winds, together with
sea ice concentration from the ECMWF analyses and small icebergs anal-
ysed by Ifremer/CERSAT (Ardhuin et al., 2011b; Tournadre et al., 2012).
These latter two forcing fields are only relevant for the global model. The
coastal grids are nested off-line in a multi-grid system that includes a 0.5
degree global grid and two 1/6 degree East Pacific and West Atlantic grids
(Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013).

The parameterizations used for wave evolution combine the wind-wave
growth and dissipation parameterization described in Ardhuin et al. (2010)
and the SHOWEX bottom friction term (Ardhuin et al., 2003a), which takes
into account the formation of sand ripples on the bottom (Ardhuin et al.,
2002). The sediment cover was represented with a uniform median grain
size of 0.2 mm which is particularly well suited for the North Carolina shelf.
For the Hawaii case, bottom friction has little influence on the wave heights
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recorded at the Waimea buoy, and we keep the same bottom friction param-
eterization.

3.1. A narrow shelf: Oahu’s north shore, Hawaii

We use the 10000-node mesh of the Hawaiian islands built by Ardhuin and Roland
(2012), based on bathymetry assembled by the Hawaii Mapping Research
Group. In the present calculation, the nodes with water depths less than
4 m were excluded and considered land, and the IG wave source is intro-
duced at the first wet nodes next to the land nodes. No incoming IG energy
is imposed at the offshore boundary, so that the IG energy in our simulations
is only coming from the Hawaiian islands where it is introduced based on eqs.
(5)-(7) using α1 = 10× 10−4 s−1.

A typical IG field from a north-west swell event is shown in figure 2.
The nearshore IG levels decay rapidly from about 30 cm in 4 m depth to
2 cm in 4000 m depth. Close to shore, this decay is consistent with eq.
(5), which is only valid for a straight shoreline. Further away, an additional
reduction proportional to the inverse of the distance is associated to the
lateral spreading of the IG wave fronts far away from the islands. This
decrease of the IG wave field corresponds to the conservation of the energy
flux away from a localized source.

Short wave parameters are well estimated by the wave model away from
the islands, with typical errors on Hs of the order of 10% and less for the
mean periods (Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013; Ardhuin et al., 2013). However,
the model is less accurate closer to coast, with errors of the order of 20%
for Hs, as shown in figure 3. Given these errors and the strong correlation
between HIG and Hs, it is not surprising that the correlation between the
modelled and observed values of HIG (r = 0.93) is less that the correlation
with the measured Hs. However, the weak bias on HIG, obtained with α1

only 20% larger than the value estimated from the data, confirms that our
modeling approach is sound. The times when the model errors are largest for
HIG can be clearly associated to large errors on Hs, for example on March 5
and 6.

Figure 3.b illustrates how HIG increases with the mean wave period. For
example, the highest values of HIG are recorded on January 31st, which
corresponds to the largest mean period, but not the largest wave height.
Also, on March 9, the increase in Hs from the previous day is more than
compensated by a drop in mean period from 12 to 8 s.
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Figure 2: Modelled IG wave heights on January 31, 2012 at 0 UTC. (a) Snapshot of
modelled HIG around all the islands, and (b) close-up in the Oahu north shore, where the
Waimea buoy and mooring were located (red square).

Because free IG waves arriving at the Waimea buoy come from sources
along the Oahu north shore, where wave energy levels and wave periods are
strongly correlated, it behaves as if the free IG energy is coming from a single
source. As a result, this data alone is not very useful for verifying the relative
magnitude of different coastal sources or propagation effects on the scale of
an ocean basin. A new experiment is under way with two bottom pressure
sensors located further away from the island. This should provide information
on how this locally-generated IG field may, at times, be dominated by a
Pacific-wide IG wave field.
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Figure 3: Measured (solid lines) and modelled (symbols) wave parameters for Waimea,
Hawaii. (a) Wave heights, (b) infragravity wave heights, (c) mean period. The dates are
written below panel (b), every four days only, starting on January 19, 2012.

3.2. A wide shelf: North Carolina

The North Carolina - Virginia shelf was represented with a regular grid,
with a resolution of 1/60 degree, previously used in Ardhuin et al. (2007,
2010). Bottom friction plays an important role for swells in this region
(Herbers et al., 2000; Ardhuin et al., 2001, 2003b), but the effect of bottom
friction on infragravity waves is poorly known. Evangelidis (1996) analysed
the DUCK’94 experiment data, separating the recorded infragravity signal
into bound and free parts. He found that the free energy decreases faster
towards deep water in the presence of larger swells, suggesting a stronger dis-
sipation of free IG energy during heavy swells. However, no parameterization
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of bottom friction has ever been tested for free infragravity wave energy.
We have thus made three different model runs. In run BT0, the bottom

friction was set to zero for both the swell and IG bands. In run BT4, the
SHOWEX parameterization was applied all across the spectrum, including
the IG band. Finally, in run BT4IG0, the SHOWEX parameterization was
applied only to the swell band, and no friction was applied to the IG band.
For all three models, the free IG source is parameterized with eq. (6), with
the same empirical factor α1. However, that factor has been increased from
the 1×10−3 s−1 suggested by the data analysis in section 2, to 2.5×10−3 s−1.
This increase probably compensates for the important dissipation of IG waves
on the inner shelf, as discussed below, but also possibly for the limited along-
shore extent of the model domain, with a missing source of IG waves trapped
as edge waves that should otherwise come from the regions located north and
south of our model domain.

All three model runs are very close in terms of swells near the shelf break
and agree well with observations. From August 1st to November 15th, the
model results have a normalized r.m.s. error (NRMSE) of 18% at the buoy
44014 located in 50 m depth which includes a 10% relative bias, and a 7%
NRMSE for the mean period Tm0,−2 with a bias under 1%. The BT0 model
run differs at the shallow sensors, and a better fit and lower bias was obtained
with BT4 and BT4IG0, consistent with the results of Ardhuin et al. (2001,
2003b).

In terms of IG wave energy, the three models give fairly different results,
as illustrated by figure 4. The time series show a large swell event, around
October 17, already analysed in Ardhuin et al. (2001). Although the BT4
simulation performs well in terms of swell, it produces a much lower IG
wave height than BT4IG0, showing that, in the model, bottom friction has
a very strong impact on the IG wave energy balance when the IG wave
energy and swell are treated together in the same parameterization. Given
our model hypotheses, it is not clear how real that effect is. Indeed, it is well
known that it makes little sense to treat motions that have very different time
scales with the same bottom friction parameters (e.g. Grant and Madsen,
1979), and each of these motions has a different boundary layer thickness.
The better result obtained with the lower friction in BT4IG0 may come
from compensating errors. In their model, Reniers et al. (2002) needed a
friction for the IG motion that was compatible with the friction for longshore
currents, in order to balance the constant source of IG energy. Their friction
is a linear function of the short wave agitation and the IG wave velocity, in
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Figure 4: Measured (solid lines) and modelled (symbols) (a) wave heights in 12 m depth
at sensor A, just offshore of the Field Research Facility at Duck, NC, and (b) IG wave
heights in 49 meter depth at the sensor H, located near NDBC buoy 44014, close to
the shelf break. The model runs BT0 has no bottom friction, while a SHOWEX bottom
friction is applied to the full spectral range in BT4 and the wind sea and swell only in
BT4IG0.

a way similar to our spectral source term. In our case, the prescribed free
IG energy level at the shoreline, with no influence of the incoming free IG
energy, may not be very realistic and may require unrealistically low friction
to produce good results. In the end, with our form of the shoreline boundary
condition, acceptable results across the North Carolina shelf are obtained
without friction in the IG band, and α1 ≃ 2.5×10−3 s−1, or by including the
IG band in the SHOWEX bottom friction but α1 ≃ 4×10−3 s−1. These values
are significantly different from the Hawaii case, and further investigations will
be required using models that explicitly describe the interactions of short
waves and IG waves.
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location, the bound wave are found to account only for a small fraction of the IG energy
(Evangelidis, 1996). Correlation of time series at 3 hour intervals, vary from r = 0.68 for
BT4 to, r = 0.79 for BT4IG0, which is comparable to the r = 0.82 obtained for wind sea
and swell height.

3.3. Model evaluation for the global ocean

For the global ocean we use a single global grid with a resolution of 0.5 de-
gree. This configuration has a performance for wind seas and swells which is
very close to the multi-grid system validated in detail by Rascle and Ardhuin
(2013). The IG source was computed for all shorelines, including subgrid is-
lands, with a constant α1 = 1 × 10−3 s−1. This value is identical to the
one used for the Hawaii regional model, and lower than the one giving best
results for the North Carolina shelf. The results described below are based
on gridded output at three-hourly intervals, as well as directional spectra
for many locations, that are all available in NetCDF format at the following
URL: http://tinyurl.com/iowagaftp/HINDCAST/OTHER RUNS.
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3.4. Infragravity wave heights

As expected, the modelled global IG wave field is most energetic on
continental shelves, especially on wide shelves of exposed coasts, including
north-west Europe or the southern Australian bight. Figure 6 shows the
average value of HIG for typical northern hemisphere winter and summer
months, with a clear seasonality given by the seasonality of swells. Storm
waves in the winter of each hemisphere give higher infragravity wave heights.
Where we have data, these pattern are consistent with records from Deep-
ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) systems analysed by
Aucan and Ardhuin (2013). Each ocean basin is dominated by a few local-
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Figure 6: Mean values of HIG over (a) January and February 2008, (b) June and July
2008. Small square with numbers correspond to the location of DART stations used here
for model validation.

ized source regions which radiate across the oceans. For the Pacific, these
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sources are the three regions identified by Webb et al. (1991), the Gulf of
Alaska, Pacific North-West and southern Chile. In the case of the Indian
ocean, this role is played by the Kerguelen islands and the West coast of
Australia.

In each ocean basin, the IG wave field is marked by a strong temporal
variability dominated by the arrival of heavy storms in coastal areas which
result in bursts of free IG energy radiated from these shorelines. The resulting
IG wave energy levels are generally coherent across entire ocean basins.

Figure 7 shows typical time series of IG wave heights observed and mod-
elled. The time time series off Oregon (DART station 46407) and south
of the Aleutian islands (station 46402) have many common peaks, which
correspond to the same generation events. One of the strongest events in
2008, indicated by arrows, arrives on January 5 at 46407, and on January 6
at 46402. Some events recorded at DART stations in the West Pacific can
be traced to sources on the Oregon or Gulf of Alaska coasts. This will be
analysed in more detail elsewhere (Rawat et al., manuscript in preparation).

The model performs best off Oregon, and correlations are not so high off
Alaska (station 46402), or in the Atlantic (station 44401, figure 7.c), with
several recorded peaks badly underestimated in the model. These errors
may be a side effect of our constant empirical factor, and will require further
investigations.

In the tropical Pacific, such as at buoy 32411 off Panama, the high IG
energy events have a longer duration, due to their association with swells
that disperse from remote storms over several days (fig. 7.d). These events
are strongly underestimated. This is not so much the case in summer, pre-
sumably because the swell sources are not so distant and swell evolution for
those cases is better represented in the model.

3.5. Frequency spectra

We have verified that for the datasets available to us, the modelled varia-
tion of the IG wave energy across frequencies generally corresponds to mea-
surements. This frequency dependence is controlled in part by the frequency
dependence of the free IG source at the shorelines, given by eq. 6, and in
the other part by the propagation effects which strongly trap the lower fre-
quency components. Our modelled spectra are a bit too high at the lowest
frequencies on the North Carolina shelf, but they are fairly accurate for the
North-East Pacific, as illustrated in figure 8.a with the mean spectral shape
at the DART station 46407, off the Oregon shelf. The agreement between
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Figure 7: Representative examples of time series of HIG for a few selected DART stations,
for the month of January and February 2008. Here HIG was computed from only a limited
part of the IG spectrum as the higher frequencies are not always measured reliably due to
their strong attenuation over the water column. See figure 6 for the instrument locations.

model and data is acceptable up to 14 mHz. Above that frequency, the mea-
surement noise is comparable or larger than the IG signal, which cannot be
recovered. For example, at station 46402, the high frequency pressure spec-
tra is stable near 10−5 m2/Hz and 5×10−6 m2/Hz at 44401. These values
are plausible estimates of the measurement noise floor, which we may assume
constant across frequencies. The accuracy of the spectra of the Sea-Bird bot-
tom pressure recorders (model SBE53) used in DART stations is limited by
the measurement resolution of 0.3 mm, which is much larger than for differ-
ential pressure gauges used by Webb et al. (1991) and many others, including
Godin et al. (2013). Clearly, the spectra estimated at relatively quiet sites,
such as 44401 are not reliable above 8 mHz or so, a frequency at which noise
contribution is probably larger than 30% of the measured level.

Other infragravity wave data reported by Bécel et al. (2011) also show
an increase in IG levels with a possible peak around 20 mHz in 1109 m, and
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Crawford et al. (2005) have a peak around 15 mHz in 900 m depth. The
only published data that does not exhibit a rise in energy level between 5
and 10 mHz is the New Zealand data reported by Godin et al. (2013). A
specific analysis of IG waves in that region will be necessary to understand
this difference. From these measurements and on our coastal validation in the
previous section, we estimate that our modelled spectral shapes are probably
acceptable, even for frequencies above 14 mHz in deep water.
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Figure 8: Measured and modelled mean spectral shapes at the station (a) 51201 off Oahu,
(b) 46407, off Oregon, (c) 46402, off Alaska, (d) 44401 off Bermuda, from January to July
2008. For each station the pressure gauge noise level is estimated from the high frequency
asymptote, and the measured spectrum is only shown for frequencies at which the mean
spectrum is above this noise level. For 46402 and 44401, the original surface elevation
spectrum converted from bottom pressure is shown in grey, and overlaid in black is an
estimate of the elevation spectrum after removing the measurement noise, estimated from
the high frequency noise floor.

3.6. Frequency-time evolutions

The time evolution of spectra close to the U.S. West Coast is characterized
by a strong coherence of the energy levels at all frequencies, corresponding
to the arrival of energy from nearby sources. It is only when looking at
stations across the Pacific that the dispersive arrival of IG energy can be
observed, although the measured level are not very high above the instrument
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noise floor. Figure 9 shows the succession of three events at the station
21413, located south-east of Japan. The most energetic event on January
5 to 7, has a maximum energy that arrives almost at the same time for
frequencies between 5 at 7 mHz, and with a delay of about a day for 10 mHz.
This is consistent with a burst of energy arriving from the U.S. West Coast,
with little dispersion for frequencies less than 7 mHz, as these waves are in
intermediate water depth (kD = 0.84 for f = 5 mHz and D = 5.5 km).
For higher frequencies, the modelled slope of 8 mHz per day for the peak
frequency fp when fp > 10 mHz, is consistent with the measurements between
8 and 10 mHz, and corresponds to deep water propagation from a source
located at 8000 km (Munk et al., 1963), which is a good approximation of
the distance from the Oregon coast where the modelled source is located.

4. Relevance of infragravity waves for satellite altimetry

4.1. Two-dimensional elevation patterns

Figure 10.a shows a typical wavenumber spectrum which corresponds to
a median value of the direction-integrated spectrum at k = 0.1 cycle per
kilometre (cpm) at station 46404. The energy is distributed over a wide
range of directions from the East because of the distribution of IG sources
all along the not-too-distance shoreline of North America to the East, with
a additional narrow peak caused by IG waves coming from the North-West,
corresponding to more distant shores in the Gulf of Alaska. Both spectra
in fig. 10.a and 10.b yield the same direction-integrated spectrum E(k).
However, the shape of the sea surface elevation is clearly influenced by the
directional distribution.

Given the modelled frequency-direction spectrum, we can compute a sea
surface elevation map that is statistically consistent with the real sea surface.
Drawing random phases for each discrete spectral component, we compute
their equivalent amplitude

ai,j =
√

2E(f, θ)dfidθj (9)

and the surface is obtained by summing cosine waves with these amplitude
and the chosen random phases. In practice, any measurement device will
introduce a spatial averaging, and the observable pattern of sea surface ele-
vation induced by surface waves will strongly depend on that averaging.
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Figure 9: Evolution of IG wave spectrum at the location of DART station 21413. (a)
measured and (b) modelled, with the peak period indicated by the solid line. In (a) we
have not attempted to subtract the noise floor which is estimated to be 10−5m2/Hz in the
pressure spectrum, giving, for the surface elevation 2.5 cm2/Hz at 10 mHz and 15 cm2/Hz
at 12 mHz.

Figure 11, gives examples of surface elevations that correspond to the
directional spectrum shown in fig. 10.a, with different scales of filtering. We
note that if the 2D surface is smoothed at a 1 by 1 km scale, the elevation is
still dominated by swells, and the IG waves are only visible when smoothing
over an area 5 by 5 km or larger.

4.2. Along-track wavenumber spectra

Because most of the discussion of altimeter errors is based on today’s
along-track measurements, it may be relevant to compare the expected con-
tribution of IG waves to along-track spectra. From modelled wave spectra
with energy distributions computed as a function of frequency and direc-
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tion, such as the one showed in figure 10.a, we may estimate the spectra in
wavenumber space (e.g Komen et al., 1994),

E(k) =
df

dk
E(f) =

Cg

2π
E(f) =

Cg

2π

∫ 2π

0

E(f, θ), (10)

where Cg is the group speed of linear waves, as given by Airy wave the-
ory. In order to simplify our discussion we assume here that the IG wave
spectrum is isotropic, as shown in figure 10.b, and thus the two-dimensional
spectrum in wave-vector space (kx, ky) or wavenumber and direction thus can
be computed as follows,

E(k, θ) =
E(k)

2π
= E(f)

Cg

4π2
(11)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Sea surface elevation maps, in meters, filtered at different scales. All maps are
obtained from the spectrum shown in figure 10.a by summing spectral components with
random phases, taking into account components longer than (a) 11 km, (b) 240 m, (c) and
(d) 36 m. The surface is first computed at 10 m resolution and then averaged at 100 m
resolution or (d) 1 km resolution. Please note the different elevation scales, all in meters,
from 1 cm in (a) to 2 m in (c).

E(kx, ky) = E(k, θ)/k = E(f)
Cg

k4π2
. (12)

From this we can obtain the spectrum along one direction, say x, by
integrating along the other dimension, y,

E(kx) =

∫
∞

−∞

E(kx, ky)dky, (13)

which is a double-sided spectrum with values for both kx < 0 and kx > 0.
In practice, we will instead use single-sided spectrum, thereby correcting the
factor 2 underestimation in Aucan and Ardhuin (2013),

E(kx) = 2

∫
∞

−∞

E(kx, ky)dky. (14)

Because eq. 15 is an integral over ky, it includes the contributions of wave
components that are actually much shorter than kx. For our applications, the
wind seas and swell contribute a very large value to E(kx), leading to values
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of the order of 100 cm2/(cycle/km). Such a spectral density corresponds to
the spectrum of the elevation signal recorded along an infinitely thin swath.

In practice, all altimeters launched so far have a cross-track footprint
width of the order of 6 km, and SWOT will have a cross-track resolution
of the order of 500 m over the oceans. The along-track resolutions can be
different for altimeters processed in delay-Doppler mode such as Cryosat-2
SARMmode. For illustration purposes we have chosen to average over 7.5 km
in the across-track direction. This choice is fairly arbitrary but happens
to coincide with the averaging chosen for defining instrument errors in the
SWOT Science Requirement Document (Second release, version 1.1, available
from Jet Propulsion Laboratory).
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Figure 12: Modelled spectra at the location of the Gascogne buoy, in the Bay of Biscay,
for the year 2008, corresponding to (a) the median and (b) the 84th percentile See figure
14 for symbols. A 7-km cross-track average (def. 1) gives a very different shape than an
average over wavenumbers higher than kx (def. 2).
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Taking into account the cross-track averaging gives

Ê(kx) = 2

∫
∞

−∞

Ê(kx, ky)dky. (15)

where Ê(kx, ky) is the surface elevation spectrum convoluted by the instru-
ment observation processing. A cross-track average over 7.5 km would give
approximately Ê = E for |ky| < 0.13 cycle/km and Ê = 0 otherwise. In
practice we have used a Hann window with a full width of 7.5 km, hence
a shorter effective width. If one wanted to know the spectral level at any
scale kx without interference from shorter oblique components with larger
values of ky, the solution is probably to remove components with |ky| > |kx|
(hatched region in figure 10.b). In that case, the spectra only retain com-
ponents that have wavelengths between 1/kx and 1/(

√
2kx), excluding the

much shorter components that would have come for very large values of ky.

These two estimates of Ê(kx) are illustrated in figure 12 for the median and

84th percentile at a deep water location. The two estimates of Ê(kx) typ-
ically fall between E(k)/2 and E(k), of the order of 1 cm2/(cycle/km), for
wavelengths between 5 and 10 km, which roughly corresponds to the peak
of the free IG wave spectrum. The variability of the along-track spectrum is
thus largely associated to changes in the direction-integrated spectrum E(k),
which is very variable for wavelengths longer than 50 m, as shown on figure
13.

Although the frequency spectrum E(f) increases towards shallow water
as detailed in section 2, the waves become shorter and the change in energy
level at a fixed wavenumber is not obvious and depends on the shape of the
free IG spectrum. For water depths less than 300 m, wavelengths larger
than 10 km correspond to periods longer than 200 s, which have not been
estimated here but which could be extrapolated from the DART station data
and our model results.

5. Summary and perspectives

We have demonstrated the capability of spectral wave models to re-
produce the variability of infragravity (IG) wave energy in a wide range
of environments. This confirms the analyses by Webb et al. (1991) and
Filloux et al. (1991) that bottom pressure records in the frequency band from
5 to 14mHz are dominated by free IG waves radiated from shorelines. For
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Figure 13: Modelled spectra at DART station 46404, off the U.S. Pacific Northwest,
corresponding to the 5th, 15th, 50th (median), 84th, 95th and 99th percentile at 10 km
wavelength, for the year 2008.

higher IG wave frequencies, we have at present no validation for the energy
levels in the open ocean, but the model is consistent with bottom pressure
records in shallower water.

Validity of the present model is still uncertain in regions where no data
are available, because of our use of an empirical proportionality factor α1

between the parameterized free IG source at the shoreline, and the wind
sea and swell parameters. We have found that α1 could vary by a factor 2
between different coastal sites. Also, the shape of spectra of free IG sources
has been prescribed here, but it should probably be a function of the waves
arriving at the shoreline and possibly of the nearshore bathymetry. Finally,
the numerical procedure used here introduces a discontinuity between an
infragravity wave band in which the waves arriving at the coast are absorbed,
and the main swell and wind sea band, in which free IG energy is added to
the incoming and reflected waves. Ideally, this special treatment of the IG
band should be removed and a free IG source function should be defined
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Figure 14: Modelled median spectra at two locations off the U.S. Pacific Northwest: (a)
in 3700 m depth, (b) in 300 m depth. The solid line is the spectrum E(k) corresponding
to the median modelled spectral density for a wavelength of 10 km. Circles and triangles
are spectral densities E(kx) along direction x, assuming an isotropic spectrum, with two
possible definitions of the averaging in the other direction y. With definition 1, we applied
a Hann window with a full width of 7.5 km in the y direction, giving a spectrum with first
zeros at ky = ±0.26 cycle / km. With definition 2, spectral components with |ky| > |kx|
are set to zero. The two dashed line show spectral slopes of k−1 and k−1/2. A 7-km cross-
track average (def. 1) gives a very different shape than an average over wavenumbers
higher than kx (def. 2).

instead of a target equilibrium spectrum. Parameterizations related to first
principles and the known evolution of waves in shallow water will be needed
to overcome these difficulties and build confidence in model estimates. More
data will be needed to further validate the model in regions of the world
where it has not been tested and for wave periods that were not accessible
to bottom pressure recorders.

In the context of the SWOT altimetry mission, for which the required in-
strument error on the sea surface elevation spectrum is less than 2 cm2/(cycle
/ km) for wavelengths less than 20 km, we anticipate that free IG waves will
often be an important additional source of geophysical error when convert-
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ing elevations into surface currents, especially off the west coasts of North
America and Europe, and for wavelengths around 10 km. The magnitude of
that error can be predicted using the model presented here, and the altimeter
data processing can probably be optimized to minimize its impact.

Appendix A. Propagation of free infragravity waves in a spectral

wave model

Because we solve for the wave energy propagation using the standard
finite-difference and residual distribution schemes of theWW3model (Tolman,
2002b; Roland, 2008), using a relatively coarse directional discretization with
24 directions, we need to verify that the free IG wave energy actually decays
properly from the shallow to the deep ocean. In practice, there are two
important sources of error in the propagation, the first is associated to the
’splitting error’, namely the fact that refraction and advection are integrated
separately with sub-time steps DTS within a larger global time step DTG.
The other source of error is the refraction limiter, which limits the turning
of wave energy to one direction bin within one time step. This limiter may
lead to an overestimation of the IG energy leakage to the open ocean.

For that latter reason, it is preferable not to use too many directions in
the spectral discretization, because it would otherwise lead to small refraction
steps DTS, and, in order to limit the splitting error, a small DTG also.
We have tested the importance of these errors with a simplified along-shore
uniform topography that represents a realistic transition from a shelf to an
abyssal plain.

The use of 24 or 36 directions only in the model discretization has another
drawback. Because the free IG sources tend to be fixed in the same position, a
’garden sprinkler effect’ (GSE) (SWAMP Group, 1984; Booij and Holthuijsen,
1987) is clearly visible in our global ocean calculations, with higher energy
along the directions of discretization. The contrast between the energy in
the discrete and in-between directions can be as high as a factor of two for
the most compact IG sources, such as the Kerguelen islands. It is still visible
in monthly means such as figure 6. This contrast should be equal to one in a
perfect model. Higher directional resolution or alternatives to the GSE alle-
viation routine used here, already proposed by Tolman (2002a) will be tested
in future evolutions of the model in order to reduce this spurious contrast.
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Figure A.1: Verification of the WW3 numerical scheme for IG wave propagation from
a shelf to an abyssal plain, using an alongshore-uniform topography. (a) Depth profile
and (b) infragravity wave height obtained with different refraction time steps (DTS) and
directional discretizations (24 or 120 directions). The theoretical decay of the IG wave
height using a WKB approximation and a broad direction distribution is proportional to
1/h in shallow water (Herbers et al., 1995b) and k/Cg in general.
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